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sand lightly covering a gravel foundation, while the half-
dozen ridges that ran transversely across it at wide intervals
were lower and easier than anything in the area of the true
JSawdhib.   Abu Bahr on the other hand was wholly and
simply true to its name—an ocean, unruffled, serene and
silent, without a mark of any kind to guide the traveller.
Salim seemed almost reluctant to strike out on what appeared
to me the obvious course and for a while steered almost due
south-west, hugging as it were the shore of Bani Ma'aridh.
with its scattered Abal bushes rather than risk the unrelieved
wilderness that stretched out to the westward.   It was then
just 7 a.m., and he was possibly thinking a few hours ahead
to our usual halt for coffee, when we should need fuel.   It
would be time enough to strike across after that important
function.   Yet he was uncomfortable about the matter, as I
could see from his constant shading of his eyes to scan the
hopeless horizon.   Our water-supply was the supreme factor
to be considered, and by going far out of our course we were
merely increasing the total distance to be traversed.    I
argued therefore in favour of the direct course, and he
yielded.   You are right, he said, but, look you, I have never
been here before and I do not know how wide is Abu Bahr.
In it we shall find no fuel and we shall not reach the Rumaila
sands before the noon heat.   Shall we wait so long for our
coffee ?   But perchance, if God wills, it is not so far as that.
My eyes see not so far as yours, so look out for the dune-
range which should lie somewhere before us.   I have heard
men say that one may see the sands from afar off as one
enters Abu Bahr from the east, and it is even so further
north, where I have crossed it going from Maqainama to
Sulaiyil.   Tell me, do you see any ridges of sand ahead—you
would see it for it is a line of high dunes ?   I strained my eyes
and assured him I could see nothing, but he changed direc-
tion to the west, and from that moment there was no
alternative to going ahead as fast as possible.   If he had only
known that we should not sight Rumaila that day, he would
surely have warned us to carry faggpts from the last dead
bushes of Bani Ma'aridh for a fire.   We had had tea and
cofiee at 5 a.m. and we should have no more till the morrow

